
SURNAME
and NAME

DATE AND
PALCE OF BIRTH

ADDRESS

POSTCODE/TOWN

NATIONALITY

EMAIL

Nr.

Expiration

PREPARER

RENTER header

address

town

postcode/province

fiscal code

DATE

DATA ARRIVO

ENTRY FORM opening registration Friday, October 7, 2011

Space reserved for the organizer
PROTOCOLLO NUMERO DI GARA Gruppo / Classe

closing registration Monday, October 28, 2011

COMPETITOR 1st DRIVER 2nd DRIVER

data di nascità data di nascità

TELEPHONE contactable Mobile phone Mobile phone

N°LICENCE Category Nr.Nr. Category

VAT/ fiscal code Driving Licence nr. Driving Licence nr. Expiration

if no data are provided for the bill, the same will be headed to the 

competitor
TEAM Licence nr.

MODEL ENGINE

Group/Cless
PLATE CHASSIS Fiche Omolog. N.

LICENCE NUMBER INVOICING

Tassa d’iscrizione spedite dal 7 al 23 Ottobre 2011

Cless N0-N1-A0-A5-R1A-N2-A6-R1B Euro 260,00+IVA = €  314,16

Cless N3-A7-S 1600-R3C-R3T-R3D-R2B-R2C-RGT-GT Euro 285,00+IVA = €  344,85

Cless N4-R4-Super 2000 Euro 350,00+IVA = €  423,50

Cless A8/WRC Euro 400,00+IVA = €  484,00

Racing Start Cars Euro 230,00+IVA = €  278,30

VFO cars have the same taxes as the modern cars

VAT

We will not accept entries without the entry feeCrews with Under 23 Drivers (both) 50% reduction

Entry fee sent between 24th and 28th October 2011

20% more+IVA

The undersigned entrant for themselves and their conductors have fully knowledge of the International Sporting Code, the National Sporting Regulation (and its Supplemental Rules) and the regulations of the event, 

to accept without reservations and to conform to all requirements contained therein. 

The undersigned declare that they have the training and expertise needed to participate in tests of the type that this inscription refers, and that the car is fit and in condition to face the test itself.

The undersigned declare that to know all about the difficulties and risks that entails the Rally can be derived from participation, they accept full responsibility, while raising the Organizing Committee of this. They claim 

also raised to believe the Organizing Committee, ACI, CSAI, the authority responsible for roads traveled, all the Automobil Clubs that are part of the organization, and the Officials and all the people involved in the 

organization, from be responsible for any damage occurring to the competitors, their drivers, employees or property, or products or things caused to third parties or by the competitor, its leaders and its employees.

With respect to reports relating to participation in the race in question, the undersigned entrant and drivers take note that the personal information contained in this application form will be processed for the purposes 

of the race, also including any notices of violations to law enforcement regarding assessed the crew on the reconnaissance. Therefore authorize the Organizer, under the l. 196/03, to negotiate, communicate and 

disseminate such data, saying that they are aware of the rights recognized by the articles of this law.

SEND COMPLETED FORM FULLY BY INSURED MAIL OR BY COURIER TO:

As. C.O.M. Forze di Polizia  - v. Magenta 14 - I - 33100 – Udine - tel/fax +39.0432.600418

SIGNED COMPETITOR SIGNED 2nd DRIVER SIGNED 2nd DRIVER

VEHICLE'S FEATURES
Compulsory:  copy of the team licence, its number and the teams declarations

MAKE


